


Introduction to the course: 

Welcome to History. Over the two years of History you will be studying the following subject areas: 

• The Early Stuarts and the Origins of the Civil War 1603-1660

• Civil Rights in the USA 1865-1992

• Italy 1896-1943

• Topic based essay (coursework) -your choice!

You will 

• Develop you interest in and enthusiasm for history and an understanding of its significance

• Build on your understanding of the past through experiencing a broad and balanced course

of study

• Improve as an effective and independent learner and as a critical and reflective thinker with

a curious and enquiring mind

• Organise and communicate your historical knowledge and understanding in different ways,

arguing a case and reaching substantiated judgements.

History is a challenging and rewarding subject. We hope to ignite and engage your passions and 

interests. You will study the history of more than one country and state in addition to the study of 

British history. Undertake a thematic study, covering an extended period of history of approximately 

100 years. Finally you will explore a topic in history that you have an interest in through the 

coursework element. 

During Year 12 we will be looking at the following topics: 

The Early Stuarts and the Origins of the Civil War 1603-1660: 

• James I and Parliament

• James I and religion

• Charles 11625-1640

• Charles I and the victory of Parliament

• The failure to achieve a settlement 1646-1649

• Commonwealth and Protectorate

• The Restoration of Charles II

Italy 1896-1943 

• Italy 1896-1915

• Italy 1915-1925

• Fascist Italy 1925-1943

• Foreign Policy of Mussolini 1922-1943

Civil Rights in the USA 1865-1992 (Continuing into Year 13): 

• African American Civil Rights

• Native American Rights

• Women's Rights

• Trade Union and Labour Rights



General Reading 

Wider reading plays an essential role in success in A-level History. In addition to reading the two 

short articles in preparation for the course, you may wish to enjoy any of the suggested material to 

help you with your studies - whether novels, non-fiction, or films. 

1. Find a place and a time to read:

Reading for History will involve writing and will require quiet. To this end you will need a pen or 

pencil, a notepad and somewhere to read. Set yourself an amount of time aside - perhaps an hour. 

2. Read and write:

Don't just read the chapter straight through. Make some notes. 

New words: 

Whilst you are reading identify the words that are new to you, write them down, look them 

up and make a note of the meanings. Talk to your family or friends about the words -

discuss what they mean and how they work. 

New ideas: 

What ideas or concepts is the writer trying to tell you about? Try to summarise the concepts 

that the author is trying to explain. Talk to your family or friends about these concepts -

discuss what they mean and how they work. 

Identify arguments: 

The author will be deploying arguments to persuade you. Usually arguments are indicated 

by the use of some key words like 'therefore', 'because', 'if .... then'. Try to summarise each 

argument - jot down the conclusion and then try and identify the premises that it is based 

on. Talk to your family or friends about the arguments - discuss what they mean and how 

they work. 

Summarise: 

Once you have read a paragraph, section or chapter, stop. Now try to summarise what you 

have read in your own words. Use bullet points or mind maps, make it clear and simple and 

then talk to your family or friends about what you have read - discuss what the author was 

trying to say and how they went about it. What do you think of the argument - was it clear? 

Does it make sense? Can you think of examples that support or contradict the case the 

author is making? 

Each time you do some historical reading you will improve your retention, comprehension and 

speed but to do this you must practise. You will probably annotate the books you are reading 

(please only do this if they are your books) and you will fill notebooks with ideas and insights that 

you will want to keep and look back over in years to come. 














